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WHISKY TANGO FOXTROT

On my first trip to see Lewis deSoto's Imperial America in person, I turned the corner of a gallery wall to find 
the sculpture literally aimed at me. Of course, one can walk around the Imperial and take it in from all angles 
– but one's first experience of the work is as its target, a deer in the headlights. Approaching the piece, one 
senses imminent danger, both from the capacity of this oversized vehicle to mow one down and, of course, 
from the lethal potential energy of its cargo.

Then there is the shine. "It's the ultimate chrome-mobile," my companion whispered appreciatively as we 
approached the Imperial. The work's interaction with light is key to its visual impact. Every surface except for 
the tires (and the missile) gleams sumptuously; even the interior upholstery glitters, thanks to gold and silver 
threads. Chrome spans nearly every curve and face of the car, turning the entire object into a two ton mirror. 
The car reflects its surroundings to such an extent that one feels as though the car's environment is 
contained, even possessed by its surface; an inherent power is evident even in its capacity to visually swallow 
the world around it. 

In fact, there is so much chrome and so many decorative accoutrements on the car that it is easy to ignore the 
replica of a Redstone nuclear missile sitting atop it. The car is all aesthetics: any auto enthusiast will quickly 
point out that, like most luxury cars of its age, the Imperial's styling and detail are paramount, vastly 
outweighing any performance or safety considerations. None of its pointed, finlike, streamlined details 
actually make this lumbering lug more aerodynamic: they are nothing more than visual cues. Ironically, the 
matte, workman-like missile is totally absent of aesthetics (except for an inverted N-shape in black which 
echoes the lines of the Imperial to such a degree that it seems impossible that it could be a coincidence): it is, 
quite literally, all impact. The missile, if we forget for a moment that it is only a replica, possesses a potential 
energy that the car, rendered sluggish by its own immense weight, can only project. 





This act of projection, this element, is crucial to both the Imperial and to the republic for which it stands. The car's power is 
ultimately diminished by its very size – much like the U.S. military apparatus, perhaps. Certainly, this paradox is characteristic of the 
American automobile industry, which has never put a premium on fuel efficiency or performance. Put simply, American cars have 
always been about power. One need look no further than the latter decades of the twentieth century when in a struggle to compete 
with sporty, efficient, and durable imports from Japan, the U.S. auto industry was rescued by the "light truck" division – ie, SUVs and 
minivans. These oversized vehicles were not engineering marvels; on the contrary, they were often slow and heavy, with a tendency 
to roll over. But aesthetically, they were muscular and brutish, giving an overall impression of that most devalued buzzword of our 
times: security. For an artist like deSoto, who sees a kachina doll in the form of an electric tower, there must be a certain appealing 
magic – a perverse art – to the chicanery of these massive creations that continue to exude a feeling of safety, strength, and power 
even as Consumer Reports indicates that they are gas-guzzling death traps.

Politics aside, given his consistent use of classic cars as symbolic objects, deSoto is also clearly fascinated by a time when cars were 
designed to be – in their own way – works of art: when their styling aimed at a sort of unironic visual poetry. Cars like the Imperial 
used cues in a starkly psychological way, cues which seem over the top now that we are complicit with the shaping of our own 
desires and psychology is no longer the province of specialists. Viewed in a contemporary light, the Imperial appears to be an 
artifact, a time traveler from a bygone age. Yet the values and ideas which inspired its design and informed its distribution – the 
glorification of martial power, the chauvinistic patriotism, the rank materialism – are directly responsible for our current plight, as 
our homes and jobs are washed away in the deluge of a recession fueled by military ambition and bottomless greed.







"Now I am Yours!" A hanging tag from the Imperial's radio tuner knob gleefully crows, anthropomorphizing the car in a 1950s font 
so obviously pre-digital that it feels like a caricature or a nostalgic relic. In this twenty-first century moment of "aspirational" 
brands, wherein marketing seems to have thoroughly permeated every interaction and predetermined any transaction, this bald-
faced investment of a commodity with a pathetic sentient desire to be owned seems humorous and cartoonish. It suggests a simpler 
time, when we bought things based not on our own aspirations, but on theirs – simply because they sweetly begged us to take them 
home and love them. But this humor has a bitter aftertaste, as the tag might just as well be hanging from the military-industrial 
complex itself: Now I am Yours, say the endless wars in the Middle East to generations of young Americans; Now I am Yours, say the 
debt and recession and bad faith accumulated over decades to a frustrated populace wondering why funds for schools and roads in 
their own country continue to disappear in faraway deserts.

This tension, this immeasurable distance between past and present is at the very heart of deSoto's Imperial. The car feels so dated 
in its design, so of-its-time, so laughably chromed out and absurdly oversized – and yet here it sits, in the present day, looking as 
commanding and desirable as ever, with the malice and terror to which its military-inspired details refer looming ever larger. The 
Imperial also describes the distance between, in deSoto's words, an "idealized notion of eternal beauty" and "the ability to destroy all 
of civilization within a few hours" -- an infinitesimal distance, then, since the former is wholly subsidized by the latter. 
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It is a master stroke on deSoto's part that in tandem with these connoted, abstract distances, physical distance was the very raison 
d'etre  for both the objects which he has married in this work. After all, the car is a vehicle for transport, an invention that turned 
week-long journeys into day trips, reducing miles to minutes; meanwhile, the intercontinental missile reduced the distance between 
the United States and the USSR, not to mention the distance between life and death, to the mere push of a button.  

deSoto's Imperial also demonstrates the tension inherent to 'found object' sculpture: namely, the push and pull between an object's 
origins and the meaning imbued by an artist's appropriation or alteration. Put another way, the object will always have two authors: 
the artist and the object's own history. deSoto has placed touches in the work to remind us of the Imperial's associations with the 
military-industrial complex, from subtle details like the eagle and nuclear symbol on its interior carpets to unmistakable flourishes 
like the enormous missile replica bolted to the roof. These touches inscribe the work with a set of symbols, an iconography 
developed by the artist; but the car is also a historical object, and it is fascinating how its associations with the military industrial 
complex surpass symbolism: its DOD security clearance sticker, for example, is not an artistic decision but is instead due to the fact 
that this very car once belonged to a member of the Department of Defense who worked for the Strategic Air Command. That the 
car is at once a commentary on history and a piece of history itself yields a powerful and even disorienting experience for the 
viewer, as the boundary between art and life vanishes and the difference between the monumental and the mundane becomes 
imperceptible.
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Conquest is a theme to which deSoto's artwork continually returns. His mixed Native and Spanish ancestry no doubt factors into this 
fascination: his status as a living hybrid of the conqueror and the conquered has informed the development of a unique perspective 
on the historical exploits of imperialism, from the Crusades to Operation Enduring Freedom. The Imperial, with its synthesis of the 
familiar, quotidian automobile form and a specialized weapon far removed from the typical civilian American's daily life, 
underscores the extent to which our lives are inextricably tangled up in the war machine apparatus. After all, even as his concerns 
about the burgeoning military industrial complex grew, Dwight Eisenhower (himself a 1956 Imperial owner) used the supposed need 
for military evacuation as an argument to push the funding of large interstate highway projects, thereby promoting American car 
culture and drastically, permanently altering both the physical and psychological landscape of this country. deSoto's Imperial 
suggests that even our apparently sovereign movements in the civilian world are often as guided as a missile.

There is also a sheer absurdity, an element of incredulous humor, in deSoto's sculpture that reflects not just the hellish insanity of 
war in general but the particularly absurd nature of the contemporary quagmire of Afghanistan. In Bob Woodward's Obama's Wars, 
the president's military and national security advisors frequently invoke a venerable military expression with a caustically poetic ring 
of its own: "Whiskey Tango Foxtrot," the meaning of which will become obvious if one considers only the first letter of each word. 
Throughout the course of Obama's first two years in office, as top Pentagon officials repeatedly presented the president with bogus 
"options" in Afghanistan – all of which were variations on a perpetual, mind-numblingly expensive war with no end in sight – each of 
Obama's skeptical and even angry reactions are described by the author's military sources as a "Whiskey Tango Foxtrot moment." 
Nonetheless, Woodward notes, "it was evident that Whiskey Tango Foxtrot was never going to stop the Pentagon and its generals." 
deSoto's Imperial visually renders this Whiskey Tango Foxtrot aspect of the contemporary American war machine in all its glittering, 
reactionary glory, using a car from a bygone era to underscore the extent to which the strategies of the American military are still 
dangerously mired in the past. Indeed, in its frenzy for conquest, the machine seems prepared to mow down even those it is 
supposed to protect.

Nick Stone
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